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Dna ka full form video mein

Full form &gt; medically complete form &gt; DNA Complete form, What is the full form of DNA? DNA full form The full form of DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid. Deoxy means lack of oxygen atom, Ribo means ribose sugar, nucleic is located in the nucleus of the cell and acid contains negatively charged phosphate ions, which is acidic.
Disorientated nucleic acids are a hereditary material for human and other living beings, i.e. they carry the genetic information for the growth, development, functioning and reproduction of all known living organisms. DNA consists of four bases that are adenine, guanine, thimin and cytosine. All information in DNA is stored in the form of
sequences of different nucleotides. To form units called Base Pairs, these nucleotide bases bind to each other, A with T and G with C. DNA is a two-chain molecule held by weak hydrogen bonds between base nucleotide pairs. The molecule forms a double spiral in which two strands of DNA spiral around each other. The double spiral
exclusively resembles a long ladder, which is twisted into a spiral or coil. The sides of the ladder are formed by a spine of sugar and phosphate molecules, and the feet consist of nucleotide bases, connected poorly in the middle by hydrogen bonds. Video Explanation of the full form of DNA Full form &gt; medically complete form &gt; DNA
Complete form, What is the full form of DNA? DNA full form The full form of DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid. Deoxy means lack of oxygen atom, Ribo means ribose sugar, nucleic is located in the nucleus of the cell and acid contains negatively charged phosphate ions, which is acidic. Disorientated nucleic acids are a hereditary material for
human and other living beings, i.e. they carry the genetic information for the growth, development, functioning and reproduction of all known living organisms. DNA consists of four bases that are adenine, guanine, thimin and cytosine. All information in DNA is stored in the form of sequences of different nucleotides. To form units called
Base Pairs, these nucleotide bases bind to each other, A with T and G with C. DNA is a two-chain molecule held by weak hydrogen bonds between base nucleotide pairs. The molecule forms a double spiral in which two strands of DNA spiral around each other. The double spiral exclusively resembles a long ladder, which is twisted into a
spiral or coil. The sides of the ladder are formed by a spine of sugar and phosphate molecules, and the feet consist of nucleotide bases, connected poorly in the middle by hydrogen bonds. Video Explanation of the full form of DNA
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